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Living From
Your Heart

When we step into our authentic story, and engage the flow by
taking actions, we create an outcome. And whether we are a powerful
person or not, playing out our authentic story has to do with the
purity level of our heart. Why is purity of heart important? Well,
it’s not required by any means. There are plenty of hearts out there
that aren’t very pure. But that’s part of the karmic signature of this
beautiful planet on which we are living now.
Purity of heart is important as a choice if you intend to be a
powerful person. Purity of your heart decides how much of humanity
you are able to love unconditionally in every moment. When your
heart is pure and you can look at any face of humanity—the hero and
the villain, the saint and the sinner, the cop and the criminal—and when
you can look at any personification of the human experience and say,
“But of course!”, the universe has no bias against our freedom in
making any choice we want.
We are making these choices motivated by our own karma, without
the ability to err, for it has taken us many lifetimes to accumulate such
deep layers of darkness. Yet our souls chose this darkness as an
advanced karmic classroom, of sorts, in order to gain an opportunity
to learn the most powerful lessons possible for mastering our human
nature. If you can discover your light when the world around you is
playing out such darkness, then that itself is the most advanced lesson
you can have in the karmic nature of our human demeanor. Yet there is
nothing to worry about—no karmic law has ever been broken. No
human on the planet has ever violated a karmic law. We are all innocent.
We are actually an ocean of souls who have incarnated to play
out this time in our human history. And what a time it is. There is so
much human desire for change right now. That itself is raw power,
a huge idea that has not fully manifested yet. And here you are,
walking among the humans playing out this story. You have a life
history that describes your life, and your karma has had a lot of
influence on how you experienced that.
Our karma is like a running history of what we have not yet
resolved from our past, an energetic history of what we have not
accepted about the nature of being human. No karma can be
accumulated if every single thing that is happening in the moment, in
the now, is unconditionally accepted—as if you chose it that way to
begin with.

